
I am Kay.  This is my message of hope for BMS sufferers. 
 
First, I will preface my story with the fact that we BMS sufferers have varied 
causes for our pain, so what helped my situation may not be a cure for 
someone else.  I want to tell you my path to being pain free for the last 4 
months.  Yes, I still have an occasional slight burn at times, but not pain. 
 
The condensed story is that 5 years ago at age 60, I (whose only medical 
issue is Hashimoto’s Hypothyroidism) suddenly had a painful burning 
tongue and very dry mouth.  Like most of us, I saw several doctors who 
knew very little and I searched the web looking for answers.  Finally, I saw 
a rheumatologist who was familiar with BMS and was/is very supportive.  
He immediately told me to switch my toothpaste to one without SLS 
(Sodium Laurel Sulphate) and prescribed a very low dose (100mg) of 
Gabapentin (Neurontin) which gradually increased to (300 3x’s daily.)  Over 
several years I very gradually went from a low dose to medium (600 3x’s 
daily) and higher dosages (900 3x’s daily.)  However, I began to realize that 
these higher amounts made me less mentally sharp, and I decided to very 
slowly reduce my dosage back to a medium level. 
 
In addition, as many of you, I do many practices to help manage BMS.  For 
me these include chew sugarless mint gum, use Xylimelts, use a dry mouth 
mouthwash, 1 b complex daily, getting sufficient sleep, and VERY 
IMPORTANTLY, keeping myself distracted from my burning with activities 
(in my case, these include pottery making, photography, gardening, 
reading, and walking.) What I learned is that distraction helps to take your 
focus away from BMS, thus helping to calm your nerves and stress, and 
reminds you NOT to let BMS control you.  And, of course, this BMS support 
group has been a lifesaver for me!   
 
In the midst of having BMS, I also, developed chronic burning eyes which 
for me was even worse to deal with than my burning tongue.  I had a 
thought that maybe the Gabapentin was affecting my eyes (which as it 
turns out was NOT the cause), so about 6 months ago I decided to very 
slowly wean off the Gabapentin.  Because I was so scared about my 
tongue pain getting worse, while I was weaning off the drugs, I was very 
conscious of holding my tongue still at times almost bracing myself for the 
worst, but still using all my BMS management practices, I found I was 
handling it alright.  I finally completely weaned off the Gabapentin, still had 
some minor burning, continued to chew gum, use dry mouth mouthwash 
etc. Then suddenly one day after an afternoon of some throbbing pain in 
my tongue (which had me very discouraged), I rinsed my mouth with the 



dry mouth mouthwash and the pain suddenly stopped!  That was 4 months 
ago. 
 
Yes, occasionally, I get a very slight burn from a food to which my tongue 
reacts, but if I brush my teeth (Biotene Gentle Mint toothpaste) after eating 
each meal, and rinse my mouth with a dry mouth mouthwash (I use CVS 
brand) about 5x’s daily, my tongue feels good.  I am able to eat most 
anything.  The one exception is alcohol although I can tolerate and enjoy a 
low alcohol wine spritzer or diluted margarita. 
 
When I asked my doctor what he thinks about what happened, he said that 
he thought that I had disrupted the nerve/pain cycle, that the mind /body 
connection had somehow been reprogrammed.  This concept is something 
several of you have referenced or posted on this site. 
 
Of course, I am hoping this continues for me and that my story can give 
many of you hope that you can find relief from BMS. 
 
Again, THANK YOU to this support group!   
All of you have been so helpful to me in countless ways.  Your postings 
made me realize I am not alone, gave me good information, tips on dealing 
with BMS, encouragement, inspiring quotes, distraction by your wonderful 
photographs, postings of your art work, projects, pets, gardens etc.  
 
And, I am not going away! 
 
 


